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Abstract

In this paper we describe work to expand the PKI for the UK National Grid Service (NGS), to
integrate it with site authentication and improve usability. This work is complementary to the UK
Shibboleth deployment. As the NGS grows to support wider and larger scientific communities, we
investigate how we can improve usability by tying in Virtual Organisation management into the PKI
framework.

1 Introduction

1.1 General Introduction

The UK National Grid Service (NGS) [13] runs
Globus-based Grid middleware which depends on
X.509 certificates for user authentication (Globus
Security Infrastructure, GSI [31]). The UK
e-Science Certification Authority [24] provides
medium assurance [6] certificates for Grid users
and e-Science projects in the UK, including the
NGS. This Certification Authority (CA) must pro-
vide medium assurance certificates (section 2.4.1)
because it is approved internationally (section 1.3)
to identify users and hosts in the UK to interna-
tional Grid collaborations. Conversely, although it
primarily serves the UK, scientists using the NGS
have collaborators across the world, and the NGS
trusts certificates from other internationally ap-
proved CAs in order to facilitate these collabora-
tions. In particular, interoperability between NGS
and TeraGrid [22] is considered important.

Medium assurance, among other things, implies
that users will have shown photo id to a Regis-
tration Authority (RA) operator, and that certifi-
cates have a maximal lifetime of 395 days (one
year, plus 30 days within which users should request
rekeying). Furthermore, many relying parties that
use these credentials insist on having “meaningful”
commonNames (i.e., bearing a reasonable resem-
blance to the person’s authenticated identity). For
many purposes, this is too strong an authentica-
tion and doesn’t scale well to a large number of
users (� 104 certificates), so we are deploying a
scalable hierarchy primarily for NGS to expand the
user base, with features to ease the account man-
agement. It is deployed alongside the UK Shibbo-

leth federation [25], and is complementary to it, but
is still entirely independent of it. We explain how
they will interoperate.

Deploying a PKI for academic institutions is of
course not a new idea. The innovation presented
in this paper lies mainly in deploying it specifically
for a national Grid, so we can tie in attribute and
Grid account management, and in deploying the
PKI alongside, and interoperating with, the Shib-
boleth federation. We will also briefly discuss other
usability issues.

1.2 Related Work in this Area

From a high-level view, the architecture of the
work presented in this paper is similar to that of
SWITCHaai [21], partly because this work aims to
solve some of the same problems. The principal dif-
ference is that SWITCHaai is entirely Shibboleth
based.

From a more practical point of view, this work
is similar to USHER, the US Higher Education
Root[26]. We will look closer at this similarity in
section 2.6.

The work presented here depends on technol-
ogy developed in other similar projects, namely,
MyProxy [14], SHEBANGS [17], and ShibGrid [18],
as well as other related single sign-on work [7, 9].

1.3 International Accreditation

Although not fundamental to this paper, it will
be helpful to briefly mention as explanatory back-
ground information that international Grid CAs are
accredited by so-called Policy Management Author-
ities (PMAs). The Grid world is currently covered
by three such, who together form the International
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Grid Trust Federation, IGTF. Accredited CAs are
then trusted by national and multinational Relying
Parties (RPs), including the NGS, but the RPs are
of course free to trust unaccredited CAs—indeed,
this is often necessary to enable certain communi-
ties to access the Grids. Loosely speaking, it is
the PMAs who impose upon their members that
they operate to what we have called “medium as-
surance” in this paper, as a condition for accredi-
tation.

2 Deployment

This paper discusses deployment of a hierarchy of
credential conversion CAs, where each institution
effectively runs its own CA which converts the insti-
tutions’ site authentication to a short-lived X.509
credential (in the Grid CA context, such a CA is of-
ten referred to as a SLCS, a Short-Lived Credentials
Service [8] (pronounced “slicks”)). “Short-lived”
usually means 12 hours, but is allowed to be “any-
thing up to 106 seconds.” [8]. One core difference
is that although a SLCS acts as a CA, it does not
need to issue CRLs.

This deployment brings us a wide user base,
where essentially anyone from any such institution
can get a certificate, but we lose the right to manage
and control the user data that originally identified
the user.

Indeed, our principal challenge was to widen the
user base for the NGS, enabling also students and
visiting scientists to obtain accounts via the authen-
tication framework.

A secondary challenge was to improve the us-
ability of the PKI. Usability is often seen as an ob-
stacle to widespread Grid use; in some scientific
communities users are unable or unwilling to learn
basic PKI. The security required by a medium as-
surance CA will prevent these communities from
engaging with Grid work.

2.1 The UK PKI Hierarchy

In July 2006 the UK e-Science CA deployed a new
PKI based on a hierarchical model. This hierarchy
was introduced at the same time as rolling over the
certificate of the UK e-Science medium assurance
CA. The new certificate for this CA is now subor-
dinate to a root. Other CAs offering different ser-
vices or providing other assurance levels have been
deployed as part of this hierarchy. An example is a
low-assurance training CA used for people new to
the NGS.

Figure 1 on this page shows the UK hierarchy: a
root CA ties together the internationally approved
(medium assurance) CA, as well as the specialised
hierarchy for NGS: the institutional credential con-
version hierarchy and the training and monitoring
CA.

The institutional credential conversion CAs, the
SLCS, are anchored by a common SLCS trust an-
chor which itself is subordinate to the root. This
anchor CA represents a single point of trust for any
relying party (RP) that wishes to trust all creden-
tial conversion services in the UK, at least in prin-
ciple. Its policy also ensures that a minimum set
of requirements or level of assurance can be en-
forced between all credential conversion services,
because it can impose specific policy and practices
constraints upon its subordinates. These, of course,
should not be set too high, or we would lose partic-
ipant institutions.

Since a SLCS needs to be an online service in
order to function, it is imperative that the private
key be adequately protected to prevent it from be-
ing compromised. The SLCS anchor’s policy states
that subordinate certificates can only be issued
when they are requested by a security device con-
forming to the FIPS 140-2 level 2 standard and the
private key must not be exportable in any unen-
crypted form from that device (such devices can



be obtained as USB tokens and are relatively inex-
pensive). Although no recovery is possible in case
of hardware failure, the extra assurance won by so
securing the key far outweighs the risks. Indeed,
should the key be lost, a new certificate can quickly
be issued by the parent CA.

Security concerns are also addressed in the
SLCS anchor’s policy by imposing the requirement
upon the SLCSes that communication channels be-
tween them and their local authentication service,
as well as the NGS authorisation services, are se-
cure. In addition to this, each SLCS is required to
log all credential conversion so that NGS traceabil-
ity and accountability requirements of access mech-
anisms are satisfied.

2.2 Architecture

Figure 2 on the next page gives an overview of the
architecture described so far and how this fits in to
the wider NGS and site infrastructures.

As we are seeking to lower the barriers for users
to user the NGS, we assume that the user will be
using some easy-to-user User Interface software to
manage their access to the Grid, to which we can
make minor changes to support the SSO infrastruc-
ture (although we do not preclude the use of com-
mon command line tools).

The key component of the infrastructure is the
Credential Translation Service or SLCS. There is
one of these per site and its main function is to val-
idate the user’s site identity by calling out to the
site’s authentication infrastructure and then gener-
ates a Grid credential (a short-lived X.509 certifi-
cate) for the user. In this respect, it is similar to
the Shibboleth IdP—see section 2.7.

The Credential Translation Service can also call
out to a VOMS server to obtain a VOMS attribute
certificate for the user. This would normally be to
the NGS VOMS server, but others could be imag-
ined, such as a site VOMS server.

2.2.1 Where Are You From?

Most of the work described in this paper applies to
local clients, running within the site. However, we
have also thought about central interfaces (shared
between sites).

Such interfaces could also run on the user’s ma-
chine (e.g. an applet), but would typically be on
an NGS server (e.g. the NGS portal), or a third
party server (e.g. a project portal). Unlike local
clients which “know” which credential conversion
service to contact, a discovery mechanism is needed
for non-local services, and, worse yet, potentially a
different mechanisms for each one. Any such ser-
vice would of course play a role of the WAYF in
a Shibboleth Federation where each client selects
his or her home institution and is redirected, but

for this project we wanted to simplify the selection,
so the client does not even need to select a home
institution.

The easiest way to accomplish this is to config-
ure a lookup mechanism which notices which ad-
dress the client is coming from, and uses it to con-
tact the right credential conversion server. We do
indeed lose the ability to support “roaming” clients
with such a simple scheme, but gain the simplifi-
cation of not asking the user for redirection. For
central portals, the conversion service must also be
reachable through the site firewall which compli-
cates site deployment slightly.

On the server side, a trusted repository of the
SLCS sub-CA certificates will have to be provided,
along with the repository provided by the PMAs
for traditional CAs.

2.3 Implementation

While there is no requirement to do so, the “ob-
vious” way to implement a site SLCS is via
MyProxy [14].

We discuss the MyProxy solution further in this
section, but it is also worth mentioning Microsoft’s
Windows Server 2003 which also contains features
to run a CA, but will not, as far as the authors are
aware, be able to contact an external VO attribute
server to add attributes to the certificates.

By using MyProxy we can bridge many of the
site authentication infrastructures in use to the
GSI/PKI world. MyProxy can be configured to
provide certificates generated by an internal or ex-
ternal CA. We can also support advanced users who
have long-term certificates by enabling them to up-
load proxies generated from their certificates (they
are not permitted to upload the certificates and pri-
vate keys themselves, by the CA’s policy). This was
the approach taken in the ShibGrid project [18]; see
also Shibboleth discussion in section 2.7. For users
who do not have long-term certificates, the service
generates short term certificates and keys.

MyProxy can also support SASL [12] (allow-
ing Kerberos [19] authentication), PAM (allowing
LDAP [29], RADIUS[16] and many other authenti-
cation systems) and PubCookie.

Although it is simple to use the MyProxy
command-line tools to leverage this functionality,
this could potentially present users with quite a
barrier to overcome. Many of the target audience
traditionally balk at security in general, certificates
in particular, and anything that cannot be clicked
with a mouse. Therefore, we aim to simplify the
process as much as possible, and hide the certifi-
cate/proxy process. For our own site’s authenti-
cation infrastructure, Microsoft Active Directory
(which happily, for the purposes of this work, is
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equivalent to Kerberos 5), we have integrated sup-
port for Kerberos authentication to MyProxy into
two easy to use Grid access methods:

• Portal access (Figure 3.) Normally, users
who wish to use a Grid portal would have to
upload a proxy of their Grid certificate to a
MyProxy server before logging on to the por-
tal. At the portal they would then have to
provide the hostname of the MyProxy server
along with the username and passphrase they
used to store their proxy. The portal would
then contact that MyProxy server with the
given detail to obtain a certificate. In our
set-up they instead simply visit the por-
tal which picks up their Kerberos Ticket
Granting Ticket (TGT) and it uses this to
contact the Kerberos-enabled MyProxy-with-
CA, which generates a certificate for the user.
The portal has to be trusted for delegation by
the Kerberos Key Distribution Centre (KDC)

for the user to delegate its TGT to the portal.

• GSISSH Terminal (Figure 4 on the next
page.) We have also developed additions to
a Java-based Grid Security Infrastructure en-
abled secure shell (GSI-SSH) terminal, GSI-
SSHTerm [20], which runs in a user’s web-
browser or as a standalone Java applica-
tion and provides terminal access to Grid re-
sources. These additions automatically call
out to the Kerberos-enabled MyProxy with
CA to attempt a conversion of the user’s lo-
cal Kerberos credential to a Grid credential,
when a user tries to log on to a remote re-
source.

Both of these methods rely on a specially
patched version of the Java Commodity Grid (CoG)
Kit [28] which allows SASL+Kerberos authentica-
tion to MyProxy servers. In choosing to start with
Kerberos infrastructure support we hope to support
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many institutions as this also encompasses systems
built on Active Directory. Both these methods fall-
back to username/password authentication (but us-
ing site passwords) to the MyProxy with CA if Ker-
beros tokens are absent.

In the case of Portal access we have had expe-
rience with both the Tomcat and Glassfish servlet
engines. In both cases these would run behind an
Apache instance running on the same machine and
utilising mod auth kerb.

On the server side each institution must install
their own dedicated MyProxy server which is con-
figured to work correctly with their site authentica-
tion infrastructure. Although the configuration will
be different depending on the site authentication in-
frastructure there should be enough commonality
within the same technology to make the provision
of example configurations useful.

The policy for the MyProxy’s CA certificate
means that it must be stored on a hardware token,
for example a USB key-token. We have already
undertaken the necessary changes to the MyProxy
server code to allow it to connect to any hard-
ware token supported through the openssl “engine”
mechanism1. This set includes nCipher products,
CryptoSwift and key-tokens supporting PKCS#11
and PKCS#15 (through components from the
OpenSC project2). We selected to use the Aladdin
eToken, through the PKCS#15/PKCS#11 inter-
face. We have of course contributed these changes
to MyProxy.

Another issue is which Distinguished Name
(DN) to give to users. The policy for the CA cer-
tificate requires that the MyProxy CA will sign its
certificate in a particular namespace. Further to
this we only require that each user’s DN is unique
to that user, traceable to that user and consis-

tent over time for that user. For some institutions
it may simply be that they append /CN=<userID>

to the CA’s namespace, for others they will call
out via LDAP to obtain more user information to
generate a DN that is closer to those currently in
use the UK e-Science CA. Within our own Active
Directory domain, for example, we chose to use
/UID=<userID>/CN=<firstName> <lastName>.

2.4 Scalability, Policy, and Assur-
ance

2.4.1 Levels of Assurance

The Level of Assurance (LoA) of a CA or of a
certificate issued by that CA is an indication of
the extent to which an entity has been identified
as the owner of a credential issued by that CA.
Whereas the US government has proposed using
four LoAs [15], Grid CAs have traditionally em-
ployed two LoAs. These map approximately to
the US governments LoA levels 1 and 2 (ibid, sec-
tions 2.1, 2.3) with only level 2 being accepted
internationally, level 1 is usually for internal use.
This government-proposed mapping policy was ex-
panded to recommended practice by the US Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology in
NIST-800-63 [5], which may well be indirectly be-
hind the Grid requirements for “medium assur-
ance” described below.

1. Low LoA Little or no identity verification
has taken place during the issuance of the cer-
tificate. Such CAs are typically used to issue
training or test certificates to access resources.

2. Medium LoA The certificate applicant is re-
quired to meet a representative of the CA, the
Registration Authority (RA) in person during

1http://www.openssl.org
2http://www.opensc-project.org/



the certificate application process. Further-
more, the applicant is required to present an
original photo id document as proof of iden-
tity, while the RA is required to retain a copy
of the document for a specified period of time
(at least as long as the lifetime of the certifi-
cate). The RA may stipulate the accepted
forms of documents, typically an id card of
the institution where the RA is situated, a
driving license or passport. The Classic Au-
thentication Profile of the IGTF requires all
Grid CAs to be at least Medium LoA to be
accredited to the IGTF.

3. High LoA If a Medium LoA CA is con-
sidered inadequate for particularly high risk
relying parties then additional requirements
may be stipulated covering identity verifica-
tion or how certificates may be issued. For ex-
ample, resources protecting particularly high-
risk data may choose only to accept certifi-
cates from a CA which includes biometric ver-
ification of applicants and who only issues cer-
tificates protected by secure cryptographic de-
vices which can prevent the private key of the
certificate being exported.

It is worth noting that the Grid’s medium as-
surance falls short of meeting NIST’s Level 3. For
example, most CAs make “best efforts” to revoke
(issue a new CRL) within “one working day” (of the
revocation request being approved) rather than 24
hours. Globus proxies and delegations permit cre-
dentials to be passed around and may live longer
than 24 hours (“freshly issued”, [5] 8.2.3.1.) “Pic-
ture id” is required for all, but many CAs accept
photo id issued with a site account in addition to
driver’s licence or passport. Indeed, the emerg-
ing MICS profile (work in progress, mainly led by
TAGPMA) enables a CA to skip the RA step and
issue certificates directly for site accounts. On the
other hand, no Grid CA except the project catch-all
CAs accepts remote verification. A full comparison
is interesting but beyond the scope of this paper.

HEBCA has started looking at the Grid assur-
ance levels, to evaluate the feasibility of bridging
the Grid PKI to the US Higher Education. Al-
though in progress, we describe this work further
in section 2.6.

2.4.2 Scalability

Consider a medium assurance CA issuing certifi-
cates to 106 users (the estimated number of higher
and further education users in the UK is of this
order of magnitude). Even assuming that no new
users are added, the Registration Authorities (RAs)
must process 106 renewal requests per year, which
translates to over 2500 per day (if every day is a
working day). With 250 operators, that is 10 per

day per operator, assuming it is distributed evenly
(even though the RA need not verify the user’s
identity, they must still perform a simple check that
the user is still associated with the project or or-
ganisation).

Moreover, a new requirement is being added by
the internal Grid CA community, that users must
reauthenticate with their RA every N years, where
N depends on how the private key is stored, as well
as other factors; N = 5 is typical. That means on
average 200000 reauthentications every year.

Even if people didn’t have to reauthenticate, a
medium level Grid CA still requires them to gen-
erate their own key pairs, and on relatively secure
systems, e.g. their own desktop machine, not a
shared service. Thus, people have to manage and
convert their own keys and certificates, and the sup-
port load required to support 106 PKI-novice users
managing their own keys would be beyond the ca-
pacity of NGS support.

One of the aims of this project is to be scalable
to a million users distributed over 103 institutions,
increasing the usability at the cost of the assurance
that the CA can guarantee.

Another aspect of a medium assurance CA, as
mentioned above, is that people have to show photo
id during the identification process. People may ar-
gue that site authentication is typically at least as
good as that: your employer probably saw your
passport, birth certificate, etc. However, there are
two problems with this approach: firstly, the CA
has no access to this information, so cannot, for ex-
ample, rely on it to ensure that the distinguished
name (DN) in the certificate is never reallocated to
another person. Secondly, the CA cannot guaran-
tee that this process has taken place: many sites
have visitors or contractors who are also in the site
database, and may not be managed as strictly as
those in the payroll database.

The other aspect of scalability is that of the
number of CAs. In this model, we have one CA
per institution. However, current Grid middleware
must have each CA installed, whether it is an end
entity issuing CA or not. This is fine for the “stan-
dard model” with one per country [4], but not with
N � 1 per country for a global collaboration. It
should be feasible for NGS to trust M countries and
N institutes, though—the number of certificates is
M + N , rather than MN . A similar situation is
found in TeraGrid which is itself served by more
than one CA. Furthermore, several related middle-
ware problems have been found where the software
has “mysteriously” failed once the number of CAs
has reached a certain limit (usually around 60), but
these are mostly fixed.



2.4.3 Account management

Another scalability problem is that of authorisa-
tion, which has traditionally been done by the Sub-
ject DN, in the gridmap files.

To get around this problem, NGS will, like many
other Grids, be using VOMS to manage its user
authorisation. VOMS [2] provides a central Vir-
tual Organisations (VOs) service that manages VO
membership and roles. Ordinarily the user, us-
ing either their certificates, or more commonly a
Globus proxy [23], accesses the VOMS server and
gets another proxy, this time with attributes de-
scribing their VO membership and optional roles.

One of the advantages of generating the certifi-
cates specifically for the NGS Grid, and the fact
that they are short-lived, is that we can embed au-
thorisation attributes in them, without requiring
the user to perform the second step of contacting
a VOMS server. This is particularly important be-
cause we aim to simplify or even hide the process
from the user, so if the attributes can be embed-
ded in the proxy generation step, that simplifies
the process for us and improves usability for the
user.

Such work was done in the Manchester “SHE-
BANGS” [17] (“Shibboleth Enabled Bridge to Ac-
cess the NGS”) project, where a MyProxy server is
contacted for user attributes which are then embed-
ded in a certificate (independently of VOMS, but
compatible). We can leverage this work to provide
attributes for NGS.

The site service needs to call out to, or cache in-
formation from, the NGS VOMS server, but should
of course be able to fall back to “plain” (non-
attribute) certificates in case the VOMS server is
unreachable. This attribute management will have
to be independent of the site (Shibboleth) Attribute
Authorities, because they pertain to NGS work, not
to site databases; nevertheless, there may be cases
where NGS software will need to authorise based
on both types of attributes. Combining these at-
tributes is future work, but may be able to use the
work from GridShib [30] which aims to make site
attributes available to Grid resources.

2.5 Usability

X.509 digital certificates are the most widely used
method of authenticating users to Grids. Prior to
using the Grid, users are often required to request
certificates using some form of a user agent, typ-
ically a web browser. Once issued, the certificate
typically needs to be converted to a form that is us-
able by Grid middleware, stored in an adequately
secured manner. New Grid users therefore need to
learn the fundamentals of key management as well
as the processes of revocation and renewal and un-
der which circumstances these must be done.

It is thus clear that, unlike other applications
of PKI such as smart cards where the mechanics
of PKI are shielded from the end user, Grid users
are required to have a basic grasp of using digital
certificates. Whilst this may be reasonable for the
majority of Grid users at present who come from a
scientific computing background, there are increas-
ing trends, not only in the UK but worldwide, for
Grid computing to be used in multidisciplinary re-
search, and particularly so for the NGS.

The authors of this paper, who not only manage
and run the UK e-Science CA but also work with
the helpdesk which deals with user queries related
to the CA, frequently encounter frustration from
end users who view digital certificates and their us-
ability issues as a barrier to using the Grid. This
may be partly alleviated with a CA that is easy to
use and well documented; work has been done to
address these issues [10]. However, the overhead
of learning about digital certificates remains, and
if the current authentication methods continue to
be used, these usability problems will be encoun-
tered by the increasing number Grid users from
non-computing domains.

In the work described in this paper, usability
is improved because basic certificate management
can be done by portals and other tools on behalf
of the user, and locally at the user’s site. It en-
ables sites to provide the “single sign-on,” i.e., sin-
gle password, mechanism by integrating the site’s
credential conversion MyProxy with the site’s au-
thentication system; this is also one of the advan-
tages of Shibboleth. Moreover, we can improve us-
ability further by removing the need for the user to
call out separately to a VOMS server.

For certain types of client tools, we can even
hide the certificate/proxy generation from the user
completely—every single step is performed trans-
parently by the tool on the user’s desktop, con-
tacting the local conversion service using the user’s
cached desktop login credential, and the conver-
sion service in turn contacts the global NGS VOMS
server. Thus, the user need not even know that the
client tool has generated a certificate on behalf of
the user.

As discussed in section 2.3 we can do this
with Microsoft Active Directory—and equally Ker-
beros V—but the account management step is cur-
rently missing. We have the account request step in
ShibGrid, but of course it requires Shibboleth. The
obvious solution is to build a desktop registration
client which the user can use to request a personal
account. A smarter solution would see the user
registering with GridShib-exported site attributes,
being joined to an NGS VO by a site-local admin-
istrator, and would access NGS resources on the
basis of attributes alone. However, as discussed in
section 3 this requires a greater trust in the site’s
operations.



2.6 The USHER Hierarchy and
Levels of Assurance revisited

In this section, we briefly cover the USHER work
since it is similar to the PKI-aspect of the work
described in this paper.

The US Higher Education Root [26] is operated
by Internet2 to establish a PKI for educational in-
stitutions. It consists of a root which issues certifi-
cates to institutional CAs, and it imposes require-
ments on the institutional CAs. USHER imposes
the requirement that certificates are issued by sub-
ordinates

“using a process that is at least as strong
as its existing practice for managing ac-
counts for central services such as elec-
tronic mail, calendaring, and access to
central file storage[27]”

This is equivalent to the assurance provided in
Shibboleth, and to what we have in our project—
with the important difference that we do not have
an explicit commitment from the site. In fact, we
do not know the exact practices implemented by
the site to meet these requirements, nor do we have
the ability to audit the site’s practices.

The principal difference between USHER and
our PKI deployment is that our PKI deployment
is much simpler, partly because we have no need
for the institutions to trust each other’s creden-
tials. Only the resource providers need to trust the
credentials of all the institutions, and the resource
providers, although individually members of partic-
ipant institutions, are all part of the NGS. There is
a world of difference between asking the University
of Oxford, say, to trust a CA, or to ask the NGS
administrator at Oxford to trust the same CA. In
a sense, we achieve the same result as USHER via
the back door—via the project, not via the institu-
tion. The drawback is that our CAs are not widely
trusted, but we can live with that because we need
them only for the NGS.

Another simplifying fact is that we have no need
for long-term credentials, so can rely on the institu-
tional CAs to perform the conversion as and when
it is needed.

Of course, our work is more than a PKI deploy-
ment: we are helping sites deploy MyProxy-based
credential conversion servers, along with client tools
and NGS-specific software such as portals that use
it. Thus, our PKI deployment is tailored to fit the
project rather than being a general purpose PKI.

HEBCA/USHER started work [3] to map Grid
(more precisely, IGTF) authentication profiles to
their own assurance levels (HEBCA is the EDU-
CAUSE US Higher Education Bridge CA)—note
that Grid authentication profiles are all roughly
“medium assurance.” This sort of policy mapping
exercise is commonly done for bridge CAs [11], al-

though profiles are often not directly comparable
even when they both claim to follow RFC 3647. In
this case, the exercise (ibid, p. 9) showed the IGTF
“classic” authentication profile (the first implemen-
tation of what we have referred to as “medium as-
surance” in this paper for Grid CAs), being equiv-
alent or slightly worse to HEBCA level “Rudimen-
tary” and the Federal PKI level C-4.

Although interesting from an academic point of
view, this work should not yet be relied upon for
mappings. Usually clarifications and policy adjust-
ments bring partner policies closer together.

From our (NGS’) perspective, the importanta-
nce lies in establishing the policy mappings, even
just tentatively. NGS has in the past been required
to “interoperate” with TeraGrid, and this has so
far been accomplished between the IGTF-approved
CAs, with lengthy separate reviews for those pend-
ing such accreditation. For example, the UK e-
Science CA is trusted by TeraGrid for this reason.
Experience has shown, however, that the US is a
large country with many diverse PKIs, and usu-
ally the NGS has to trust one or more non-IGTF-
accredited CAs. We have had requests from users
in the US with no “obvious” CA for NGS access,
and in the future it would be convenient if their
institutions could get CAs via USHER, at least if
they have a need for more than a few certificates
(otherwise a project-related “catch-all” CA could
do the job). Mapping the USHER policies with
known Grid policies (namely, medium assurance)
will greatly help the NGS evaluate the trust of those
CAs.

As regards the UK and the PKI described in this
paper with the institutions participating in NGS,
there is in general not much we can do about get-
ting the institution to commit to a certain level of
assurance. As we described above and discuss in
more detail in section 3 we are not exposed to the
institution’s user identity process, nor can we de-
mand legally binding documents to this effect, since
this was supposed to be a lightweight PKI to com-
plement the Shibboleth deployment.

2.7 Shibboleth Interoperability

2.7.1 Credential Conversion with Shib-
boleth

One could create a central CA portal to which each
user connects to obtain a certificate. To ensure that
the home site database is queried, users must use
Shibboleth to access this CA. Indeed, this is more or
less the model SWITCH used for one of their CAs.
In the UK, we chose the approach of distributing
the subordinate credential conversion CAs to sites,
for three primary reasons:

Firstly, the practical reason, because there isn’t
yet a widespread Shibboleth deployment in the UK.



Secondly, because of the personal data; we can-
not rely on sites being able (or willing) to release
sufficient personal data from their Attribute Au-
thorities to uniquely identify the user and map
them to the same DN every time: at the time of
writing (Oct 06) it is not clear whether sites in
the UK Federation are required to publish anything
other than eduPersonScopedAffiliation (for an ex-
planation of the eduPerson schema please see [1]).
We would need at least eduPersonTargetedID but
that in turn will not be sufficient to satisfy those
Grid resources that require “meaningful” common-
Name (CN). Even if NGS itself chooses to accept
pseudonymous identities, which could be imposed,
if at all, only on the core sites, some affiliated re-
sources have already that pseudonymous identities
will not be accepted.

In fact, the base UK Shibboleth Federation
aims to be pseudonymous, with explicit agree-
ment between Identity Providers (IdPs) and Ser-
vice Providers (SPs) whenever extra attributes are
required. This means the institutions have to worry
about data protection issues. For some, the provi-
sion of an institution’s IdP may even be out-sourced
with no link back to the institutions user database,
which implies that these attributes cannot be pro-
vided. Finally, some sites with NGS users may just
not join the Shibboleth federation.

Thirdly, using “smart clients” we can lever-
age the sites’ internal authentication infrastruc-
ture without compromising site security. Unlike
the Shibboleth portals where users need to select
their home site and then log in again to their home
site, our smart clients can pick up the user’s site
authentication token and transparently generate a
VOMS-proxy with which the clients can access the
NGS Grid on behalf of the user. Not all clients are
“smart” enough to do that, but as mentioned ear-
lier (sections 2.2 and 2.5) for parts of the userbase
we aim to even hide that the proxy exists. As men-
tioned in section 2.2, compared to Shibboleth, we
lose the ability to support roaming (off-site) users
with the work described in this paper.

It is worth looking at other aspects of the dis-
tributed vs. central issues in more detail:

For the central model, running a central high-
availability CA is a big commitment. The dis-
tributed model distributes the burden: a site’s
server can still go down, but at least only that site
is affected, not the whole Grid. Another advantage
of the model proposed in this paper is that not even
the VOMS server needs to be high availability: if
it is unavailable, sites can fall back to cached infor-
mation. Information that is potentially slightly out
of date is better than none at all.

Furthermore, if there is a central CA portal cre-
ating credentials for the users, then users need to
use that credential either wholly within that por-
tal, or export it from the portal. For NGS, though,

there will be more than one portal, and not all NGS
work will be done via portals. Nevertheless, using
portals that call out to a central high-availability
MyProxy is an option we may use in the future,
when we are sure that all of the NGS is covered by
the Shibboleth federation. This, too, would allevi-
ate the lack of support for roaming users, since they
could use the site credential conversion when on-
site, and Shibboleth as a more complex alternative
when off-site. In that case, a Shibboleth federation
covering the NGS userbase adds value to the work
described in this paper—or vice versa—although
there is a danger, with more than one issuing au-
thority, that the user will have more than one DN.
This is discussed further in section 2.7.2 below.

In the distributed model the certificates are gen-
erated locally (within the user’s home institution)
and can be used locally, on the user’s desktop, as
we mentioned above, and the service does not need
to be exposed to the outside world. The credential
conversion service can pick up attributes that the
institution’s Shibboleth IdP may not publish, such
as the commonName (CN). Whether the service is
allowed to expose this to the NGS is a question
of site data protection policy. The local credential
conversion services also allow more robust trace-
ability if pseudonymous DNs are used.

Moreover, an institution providing user account
management with higher assurance can use that, in-
ternally or externally, without having to live with
certificates created with a Shibboleth federation’s
lowest common denominator level of assurance.

Finally, it is relatively easy to add a new insti-
tution to the NGS framework whereas joining the
UK Shibboleth federation is more work—the latter
requires a legally binding commitment on behalf of
the institution as well as setting up and running a
high-availability IdP.

2.7.2 Accessing the Grid via Shibboleth
Portals

Some version of the central Shibboleth-portal
model, as discussed in the previous section, is likely
to be implemented in the long term, via an NGS
portal. Work is already being done to “Shib-
enable” one NGS portal [18], and it will be feasible
to integrate certificate generation into the portals.
In this central model, the private key will be gen-
erated remotely (by the portal), and the certificate
by a central service accessed by the portal. The
challenge here is to ensure that both views are con-
sistent: the portal views — there may be more than
one portal — and that of the site’s credential con-
version service.

Within this world a user may have many DN-
based identities: a DN from the UK e-Science
medium assurance CA or one of its international
peers, a DN from the Shibboleth credential con-



version service (usually from a central Shibboleth
portal), a DN from her institution’s local credential
conversion service and maybe even DNs from other
institutions where she may have accounts. How
does a Grid resource know that all these DNs are
the same user?

Maybe it doesn’t have to know. As long as
authorisation only depends on the VO attributes
(neither site attributes, nor the identity), the user
will have the same access rights, assuming of course
that the user gets the same VO attributes for each
identity. However, current middleware deployed
on NGS sites still depends on gridmap files, i.e.,
identity-based authentication.

Tying the same VOMS attributes to several
identities, or more generally run a database that
knows about the identity mappings, is a problem
we cannot currently solve. It relies on the user’s
collaboration, but even honest users may be put off
by the work required to register DNs centrally—as
we explained (section 2.5), many target users don’t
want to know about certificates. We could go some
way towards this goal by comparing commonNames
(CNs); for the less common names (less common
commonNames if you will) it would give us an in-
dication of when two different DNs represent the
same user, and this task could even be automated
but would still need human review.

Meanwhile, our assumption is that this will not
be a problem as most users will, in general, stick
with the same identity. Users might make changes
to which way they log on, but they probably will
not keep changing between different methods, espe-
cially if their institution only supports one form of
credential conversion service. This behaviour will
be enhanced by allowing the same set of resources,
services and access methods through all types of
identity.

2.8 Status

We finally get to the status of the deployment.
The hierarchy has been set up, but the access has
only been tested locally within two of the core sites
(namely, University of Oxford and Rutherford Ap-
pleton Laboratory). Independently, we have tested
the attribute services with both VOMS and SHE-
BANGS, but this work has so far only been in the
test phase because the NGS does not yet use VOMS
for VO management in production.

Furthermore, we already provide both “normal”
and single sign-on MyProxy services for the NGS.
Ongoing work over the next months will see wider
deployments to core sites and further integration
of the independent components, primarily combin-
ing the SHEBANGS work with the site credential
conversion service at University of Manchester.

Deployment will be further enhanced by deploy-
ing the required software—all but the keys—on a

single CD image, similar to the NAREGI CA-on-a-
CD or Scott Rea’s (Dartmouth College) OpenCA-
on-a-CD (but of course using MyProxy instead of
OpenCA).

3 Security Issues

No CRLs are published. It is common practice that
proxies [23] live about 12 hours, but as we men-
tioned, they could be valid for anything up to 106

seconds. This leaves a window in which a compro-
mised credential could be misused, but the same
problem is found in general with long lived X.509
certificate where the user must first notice that the
credential has been compromised, must then re-
quest revocation, under some circumstances that
request will have to be approved (usually when it
hasn’t been signed with the user’s private key), then
the CRL has to be issued, and finally, the RPs will
have to download the CRL. We thus do not consider
the lack of CRL a particular security risk, although
the architecture should encourage users to protect
their private keys, since, as mentioned above, we
cannot expect users to be experts. Hiding the key
from the user helps as long as the local client is
careful to store it on local disk. Backups are not
necessary because the client will be downloadable
and the identity can be easily regenerated by the
user.

The quality of site identification has been a
contentious issue for many years, particularly for
credential conversion CAs seeking to be accepted
by international Grid projects. It is hard to per-
suade collaborators that your identification process
is good enough when the CA manager is not re-
sponsible for the user data, and in general has no
access to it. It is all the more difficult when the
site database contains external users, contractors,
or temporary staff. In the few cases where Grid
projects have accepted such a CA, the credential
conversion has been at the same site as the CA
(FNAL, CERN), and the CAs have been able to
enforce a security level necessary for medium as-
surance by using existing assurance level flagging
in the site database (or very occasionally the Grid
project has pragmatically decided to trust the CA
until a problem occurs). Indeed, most sites would
be reluctant to share their user data with a CA au-
ditor, because it would violate data protection poli-
cies. However, although the sites provide no such
assertion to the NGS in this framework, they do in
general use their site databases also for access to
more “precious” resources, e.g., internal financial
information. We have thus decided that we can
reasonably expect sites to operate the databases
to a “satisfactory” level, even if we have neither
documentation for what this level is, nor a binding
commitment to operate to it. This trust is par-



ticularly important with pseudonymous credentials
where we rely on the site to maintain the mapping
to the user’s real world identity, but also for sites
where access is potentially granted to the site us-
ing site affiliation such as the Shibboleth site at-
tribute (scopedAffiliation), i.e., access is granted to
all users on site at the site’s discretion. A site found
to abuse this access privilege can be revoked from
accessing the NGS, and the embarrassment factor
will most likely fall upon the site rather than the
NGS itself.

The scalability issue, as described in sec-
tion 2.4.2 means that, for the purposes of this NGS
deployment, medium assurance is too strong. How-
ever, there may well be cases where the NGS will
require a higher level of assurance. People requiring
such access will either have to get a certificate from
the UK e-Science CA (for example, this is required
to access TeraGrid), or will have to prove indepen-
dently that their site authentication was sufficiently
strong. This assurance level can subsequently be
managed as a VO attribute. CERN has taken this
approach with their internationally approved MICS
CA: it issues certificates only to users in the site
database with one of fourteen different status, and
one type of external contractors. Each of those sta-
tus flags ensures that the user has shown appropri-
ate photo id to the CERN user office.

Finally, for access to, e.g., certain medical im-
ages (non-anonymised), or financial data, it may
be that medium assurance is not strong enough.
High assurance cannot be provided within this PKI,
partly because we have no explicit commitment
from the institutions. Rather, it would have to be
provided by either a separate CA, or with special
certificates issued by the e-Science CA with flags
(e.g., policy OID) to mark it as high assurance.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described an architecture
for a Grid PKI for the UK National Grid Service,
NGS, deployed alongside and interoperating with
the national Shibboleth deployment, as well as the
existing global Grid PKI. The work aims to provide
“NGS access for the masses” and be scalable to a

large number of users, and to improve usability for
non-technical users by making—for certain types
of client tools—the entire certificate and proxy is-
suance process hidden from the user. We have de-
scribed how the deployment is lightweight, requir-
ing no legally binding commitment on behalf of the
institutions. We have described scenarios where we
grant access to the NGS based on site or Virtual
Organisation membership attributes. We have dis-
cussed how we weigh the associated security con-
cerns, improving them where possible and accept-
ing them where not.
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